[Late congenital glaucoma and pigmentary retinopathy].
Two clinical observations of pigmentary retinopathy associated with late congenital glaucoma are presented. This associations is rarely emphasized in the literature, the most frequent association being of the pigmentary retinopathy and open angle glaucoma. In the former observation a genetical filiation could not been established. In the latter the heredity was autosomal recessive, with two existent distinct pathological genes. The genetic defect in pigmentary retinopathy with dominant autosomal transmission is supposed to be localized on the codon 216 Ser-->Pro or at the level of the codon 296 by the substitution Lys-->Glu and Lys-->Met for the some determination, but done in vitro. In the recessive form the abnormal alleles are localized in the interval D11 5861 and D11 5899.